Introduction {#s01}
============

Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease that encompasses several distinct entities with remarkably different biological characteristics and clinical behavior ([@b1]). Based on the expression of hormone receptors (HRs) (estrogen and progesterone) and human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2), breast cancer can be classified into four subtypes: Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2-enriched, and triple-negative ([@b2]). The definition of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is now commonly used to describe breast cancer subtypes that are estrogen receptor (ER) negative, progesterone receptor (PR) negative, and HER2 negative according to the clinically available immunohistochemical (IHC) staining methods for these biomarkers ([@b3]). Notably, TNBC is often, but not always, a basal-like breast cancer ([@b4]). Specifically, the triple-negative and basal-like phenotypes are similar ([@b5]) because the majority of basal-like cancers are also TNBCs and most TNBCs (approximately 80%) are also basal-like breast cancers ([@b6]).

Although TNBCs comprise 10%--15% of all breast cancers, patients with triple-negative tumors have a relatively poor outcome and cannot be treated with endocrine therapy or therapies that target HER2 ([@b4]). Because the tumor microenvironment is increasingly recognized as a major regulator of carcinogenesis ([@b7]), a growing number of studies have focused on the tumor environment to explore the complex mechanisms underlying tumorigenesis and disease progression, identify new biomarkers or target in stromal components to predict clinical outcome and guide therapy in TNBCs ([@b8]-[@b10]). In addition to neoplastic cells, the breast microenvironment consists of extracellular matrix (ECM) and numerous stromal cell types, including endothelial cells, immune cells, fibroblasts, and adipocytes ([@b11],[@b12]). Moreover, the cells of the tumor microenvironment communicate via soluble mediators or intercellular receptor-ligand interactions.

The different subtypes of breast cancer may require distinct contributions from the microenvironment to undergo malignant progression ([@b10]), and we believe that cell-cell interactions investigated in co-culture conditions can conveniently and directly elucidate this contribution. Therefore, understanding the unique expression profiles of cell types, the differential expression of genes, and the role of tumor stroma and internal cells that distinguish TNBC from other subtypes of breast cancer, such as luminal subtype cancer, will help elucidate how the tumor microenvironment may contribute to faster progression and poorer prognosis of TNBC and even enable treatments to be more effectively tailored to patients (*[Table 1](#Table1){ref-type="table"}*).

###### 

Distinguishing feature in TNBC microenvironment

  Cell type    Characteristic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Luminal                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Triple negative/Basal-like                                     Prognostic significance (TNBC)
  ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  TIL          Phenomenon                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Lower number of TILs within subtypes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Higher numbers (TILs, CD8+T cells and Tregs) within subtypes   Positive correlation (TILs, CD8+ cells, Tregs)
  TAM          Total response (BCs)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Suppression                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Promotion or no influence                                      Negative correlation remains to be seen
  Phenomenon   1\) Lower amount of TAMs within subtypes; 2) TAMs show round shape, and slight increase in M2 markers, pro-inflammatory signals, etc.; 3) BCs show up-regulation of genes involved in tumor progression and tumor suppression, with less specific receptors.   1\) Higher amount of TAMs within subtypes; 2) TAMs exhibit polymorphism, significant up-regulation in M2 markers, signals of those involved in anti-inflammation, EMT, stem cell renewal, etc.; 3) BCs show up-regulation of Ki-67 and genes involved in stem cell maintenance, metastasis, immunosuppression, etc., and higher expression of various specific receptors for invasion and metastasis; 4) CCL2, CCL5 may be crucial factors involved.                                                                  
  CAF          Total response (BCs)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Proliferation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Migration                                                      Negative correlation remains to be seen
  Phenomenon   Estrogen action in stroma                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      1\) Up-regulation of immune response genes in stroma; 2) MMP-9, TGF-β, EMT-related genes may be key players.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  CAA          Total response (BCs)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Promotion in growth and aggressive                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     A more pronounced effect on the growth and aggression          Negative correlation remains to be seen
  Phenomenon   1\) BCs with elongated shape; 2) BCs have relatively lower expression of EMT-related genes.                                                                                                                                                                    1\) Elongated shape and dispersed feature of BCs; 2) BCs have relatively higher expression of EMT-related genes and utilize much more fatty acids; 3) CCL5, leptin and TWIST1 may have special roles.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  EC           Phenomenon                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Lower VEGF                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Higher VEGF                                                    Negative correlation (great chance)

Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) {#s02}
=====================================

Characteristics of TILs in TNBC {#s02.01}
-------------------------------

TILs are increasingly recognized as critical players in the breast tumor microenvironment ([@b13]). These TILs consist primarily of T cells and are frequently observed in breast cancers ([@b14]). All tumor subtypes generally exhibit a more pronounced infiltration at the invasive margin than in the tumor center ([@b15]). Most importantly, large variations were observed within each breast tumor subtype, especially in the quantity rather than the functionality of T cells ([@b15]).

As one of the most aggressive breast cancer phenotypes, TNBC exhibits a higher rate of TIL infiltration within the tumor environment ([@b16]), possibly as a result of somatic mutations that lead to the emergence of neo-antigens, which exacerbate the immune response ([@b17]). High-TIL tumors are more likely to be ER negative ([@b18]), and conspicuous T cell infiltration common among triple-negative and/or basal-like cancers ([@b19]). This feature may suggest that the underlying biological properties of various tumor subtypes be reflected by the density of infiltrated immune cells. TNBCs are also more likely to have \>50% lymphocytic infiltrate, termed lymphocyte-predominant breast cancer (LPBC) ([@b16]), almost three times that observed in HR+ disease ([@b20]). When comparing luminal and non-luminal tumors, the latter has a significantly lower ratio in the tumor center but a higher ratio at the invasive margin ([@b15]).

The population of tumor-infiltrating T cells mainly composes of CD8+ cytotoxic T cells, CD4+ helper T cells and CD4+ regulatory T cells (Tregs). CD8+ T cells are the key effector cell population that mediate effective anti-tumor immunity, which improves clinical outcomes ([@b21]). The total number of CD8+ cells inversely correlates with ER and PR expression ([@b22]). Moreover, the density of CD8+ TILs is apparently higher in TNBCs ([@b20]).

Tregs are thought to protect the host and maintain systemic immune homeostasis to prevent autoimmune disease by suppressing self-reactive cells ([@b23]). In the tumor environment, T cells mediate the most important immunological response in tumor growth in the early stages of cancer but change to Tregs after chronic stimulation and interactions with tumor cells, which block anti-tumor responses ([@b23]) and promote, rather than inhibit, cancer development and progression ([@b24]). FoxP3 is a marker of immunosuppressive CD25+CD4+ regulatory T cells ([@b25]). The median number of FoxP3+T cells also directly correlates with prognosis ([@b26]). Specifically, TNBCs tend to have a higher average number of FoxP3-positive cells than other subtypes ([@b20],[@b26],[@b27]), and the ratio of FoxP3+ to CD8+ cells is the highest in basal-like tumors and the lowest in luminal A tumors both in the tumor and at the invasive margin ([@b15]). Moreover, luminal tumors generally have lower ratios than their non-luminal counterparts, especially at the tumor center ([@b15]).

The proportion of immune cells may also differ by sites: breast tumors tend to have a higher ratio of FoxP3+ cells to CD8+ cells in the tumor center, which corroborates other reports showing that tumors can recruit regulatory T-cells as part of their immune escape mechanism and are better adapted to the tumor microenvironment ([@b15]). Adaptive immunity seems to be much stronger in TNBCs. Since incidence of chromosomal instability is significantly higher in TNBC ([@b28]), a greater number of mutations increase the possibility that mutated protein sequences will be expressed and potentially recognized as novel antigens by the immune system, thereby inducing a stronger immune response to fight the tumor ([@b16]).

Prognostic value of TILs in TNBC {#s02.02}
--------------------------------

Studies of TILs in breast cancer have come to inconsistent conclusions about prognosis and outcome, which may be due to the following: 1) differences in defining, measuring and analyzing TILs; 2) differences in the examination of intratumoral infiltrating lymphocytes (iTILs), stromal infiltrating lymphocytes (sTILs) and total infiltrating lymphocytes (tTILs); or 3) examining only total T lymphocytes (which might include larger numbers of regulatory T cells that could to some extent reflect immune suppression) without distinguishing cell subtypes. Thus, the extent to which TILs contribute to tumor progression and clinical outcome in breast cancer has remained controversial, possibly because the effect is limited to certain subgroups of patients, such as those with TNBC. In the context of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC), the results are different if other subtypes are included. However, higher TILs in TNBCs predicted a higher pathologic complete response (pCR) rate ([@b29]). Measuring TILs before NAC, after NAC and after post-NAC surgery all seem to have a favorable prognostic impact on TNBC, suggesting that TILs may represent a surrogate marker for survival and measuring treatment efficacy ([@b30],[@b31]).

In the adjuvant chemotherapy setting for TNBC, increasing lymphocytic infiltration has been associated with excellent prognosis ([@b32]). More specifically, each 10% increase in intratumoral and stromal lymphocytic infiltration was associated with 17% and 15% reduced recurrence-free survival (RFS), respectively, and 27% and 17% reduced overall survival (OS) in TNBCs, and these reductions were significant irrespective of chemotherapy type ([@b32]). The following year, stromal, but not intratumoral lymphocytic infiltration, was confirmed to constitute a robust prognostic factor in TNBC in Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) 2197 and ECOG 1199, which obtained similar figures as BIG 02-98 ([@b24]). In a multivariate analysis, Dieci *et al*. ([@b18]) added further evidence to support the strong prognostic role of TILs (both iTIL and sTIL) for OS in TNBC. Notably, the TNBC low-TIL (\<10%) group tended to relapse earlier ([@b30]).

Recently, based on scoring methods recommended by the International TIL Working Group 2014, sTILs and iTILs did not significantly correlate with RFS and OS (all P\>0.05) ([@b33]), which may have been due to the small sample size. Using the same guidelines, one of two studies demonstrated that TILs were a powerful prognostic marker in patients with TNBC, independent of traditional clinicopathological characteristics ([@b34]). Another study showed that sTILs were associated with the prognosis of patients with TNBC and could serve as an independent prognostic biomarker in TNBC because the number of sTILs was directly correlated with prognosis ([@b35]). Furthermore, a pooled analysis of twenty-five published studies examining 22,964 patients ([@b36]) suggested that TILs are prognostic markers for both DFS and OS only in TNBC patients ([@b36]).

Based on these data, sTILs have been related to improved outcome. However, the results regarding iTILs have been mixed and are consequently unreliable, which may be due to a variety of factors, including the use of various TIL markers, variable cut-offs to define low or high TIL quantity or the varying definitions of the location of TILs, with peritumoral TILs often considered to be intratumoral ([@b37]).

Moreover, CD8+ T lymphocytes are an independent prognostic factor associated with better survival in only basal-like breast cancer but not in non-basal TNBCs, as demonstrated in a cohort of 3,403 patients with breast cancer ([@b38]). In a previous study of 1,334 pan-breast tumors, total CD8+ T cell counts were significantly associated with better breast cancer-specific survival (BCSS) in the basal phenotype but not the ER-positive counterparts ([@b22]). In a study of 4 cohorts consisting of more than 12,000 patients, the presence of stromal and intratumoral CD8+ TILs was independently associated with a reduced risk of death from breast cancer in ER-negative patients, whereas in the benefit of intratumoral CD8+ TILs was limited in ER-positive breast cancers ([@b39]).

Because CD4+ T cells change their dominant subsets from Th1 in the early stages to Treg and Th17 cells in the late stages of cancer progression ([@b21]), their roles are very complex and difficult to confirm ([@b36]). Little is known about the dynamic and functional alterations of these CD4+ T cell subsets in the immune-editing processes during breast cancer progression ([@b21]). Based on IHC staining for CD4 and CD8, high levels of CD8+ TILs and CD4+ TILs as well as the combination of high CD4+/high CD8+ TILs are good prognostic indicators in TNBC ([@b37]). Interestingly, the functions of Tregs in TNBC are mixed. Although Tregs have been reported to be negative regulators in the tumor microenvironment, two recent studies reported different results: Lee *et al*. ([@b40]) showed that FoxP3 expression was a favorable prognostic indicator for patients with TNBC in their study. Specifically, the OS of patients with TNBC ≥15 FoxP3-positive cells per 10 high-power fields was significantly better than that of patients with TNBC ≤15 FoxP3-positive cells. Moreover, West *et al*. discovered that the number of FoxP3+ T cells level directly correlated with prolonged RFS in TNBC, particularly among basal-like breast cancer, for which the FoxP3 status is an independent prognostic factor ([@b41]). Therefore, anti-tumor immunity may be sufficiently strong in TNBC, despite the existence of Tregs, which may partly explain the contradictory results. Of note, the association of FoxP3+ TILs with good outcome depended on the presence of large numbers of CD8+ TILs ([@b41]). Additionally, although the CD8+/FoxP3+ ratio has been used to evaluate the prognosis of patients with breast cancer ([@b26]), this ratio may not be an appropriate parameter for prognosis due to two reasons: 1) the presence of Tregs actually represents a natural secondary consequence of an active immune response ([@b42]), and 2) persistent high-level PD-1 expression on antigen-experienced CD8+ T cells leads to "T cell exhaustion", namely, a CD8+ T cell phenotype characterized by impaired effector function and the persistent expression of inhibitory receptors ([@b43]).

Considering the limited data and corresponding mixed results, more prospective or retrospective studies of larger patient populations are warranted to delineate the prognostic value of TILs in TNBC. To this end, better methods and techniques will be needed to analyze TILs in TNBC.

Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) {#s03}
===================================

Characteristics of TAMs in TNBC {#s03.01}
-------------------------------

TAMs originate from blood monocytes and are recruited to the tumor site by factors secreted by the tumor or stromal cells, such as CCL2 ([@b44]). In general, macrophages can be schematically identified as M1 (classically activated) and M2 (alternatively activated) ([@b23],[@b45]).

TAMs have been suggested to be biased towards an M2 phenotype but contain elements of both M1 and M2 ([@b23]). Breast cancer cells secrete factors that drive macrophages toward M2 differentiation, and this effect was most pronounced for MDA-MB-231 cells, the most aggressive breast cancer cell type ([@b46],[@b47]). The polarization toward M2 is mainly mediated by Th2 cytokines, such as IL-4, and anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-10, transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) and M-CSF ([@b48]). Compared to other subtypes, TNBCs secrete more G-CSF, thereby priming M1 cells to promote tumor growth by skewing them to an anti-inflammatory phenotype (M2) ([@b49]).

M1-type macrophages are commonly known to facilitate tumor destruction via pro-inflammatory effects and promote anti-tumor immune responses. However, macrophages in the tumor microenvironment largely exhibit the M2 phenotype and express high levels of cytokines, growth factors and proteases, and their immunophenotype is distinct from that of other tissue macrophages ([@b45]). They also stimulate angiogenesis, contribute to matrix remodeling, enhance tumor cell migration and invasion, and promote immunosuppression ([@b50],[@b51]). In other words, they mediate so-called pro-oncogenic functions, such as cell division, metastasis, and the survival of tumor cells. However, both the complexity of macrophage polarization and the impact of macrophage localization within the tumor microenvironment lead the contributions of macrophages to breast cancer growth and progression, which are likely quite intricate ([@b52]). Moreover, distinct patterns of cytokine secretion and stimulated macrophage migration were observed in basal-like breast cancer ([@b53]). Previous studies examining CCL2 expression in mammary tumors showed that CCL2 was expressed in macrophages and that this expression correlated with macrophage recruitment ([@b44],[@b54]). However, one study indicated that CCL2 likely is not the only and/or the most crucial factor involved in macrophage attraction to the breast tumor site ([@b55]). Recently, a study showed that *in vivo* *CCL*2 gene silencing inhibited MDA-MB-231 primary tumor growth and metastasis, which was associated with a reduction in cancer stem cell renewal and the recruitment of M2 macrophages ([@b56]).

With respect to cell density, Medrek *et al*. ([@b47]) stained M2 macrophages for CD163 to show that CD163+ cells were in particularly abundant in triple-negative/basal-like breast cancer. They also showed that in tumor stroma, but not in the tumor nest, M2 macrophages positively correlated with several parameters, including ER negativity and triple-negative/basal-like breast cancer, whereas they inversely correlated with Luminal A breast cancer. This result is partly explained in a co-culture experiment described below ([@b57]). Another study confirmed that triple-negative/basal-like breast tumor stroma contained more CD163+ and CD68+ cells than the stroma of luminal A tumors, and the proportion of CD163+ cells was higher than that of CD68+ cells ([@b46]). However, employing CD163 as a marker might not be the best way to ensure pure M2. It would be necessary to perform immunostaining for better markers to identify both macrophage subtypes separately and distinguish their expression patterns from a pan-macrophage marker ([@b58]). Additionally, the number of TAMs and the expression levels of the cytokine IL-6 and chemotactic factor CCL5 increased in patients with TNBC after the surgery ([@b59]).

In the breast tumor microenvironment, the diverse interactions between macrophages and cancer cells gradually shed light on the microenvironment. Because breast cancer is a disease of high heterogeneity, the cross talk between these kinds of cells may vary. A significant difference in the effects of these two distinct breast tumor cells on TAMs was observed when macrophages co-culturing with the HR+ breast tumor cell lines T47D and TNBC, which is counterpart of MDA-MB-231 respectively ([@b57]): 1) morphology and macrophage mannose receptor (MMR); 2) gene expression; 3) activated biological pathways that modulate pro- or anti-inflammatory responses; and 4) the secretion of pro-inflammatory factors. More specifically, more aggressive performance are inclined to appear in macrophages co-cultured with MDA-MB-231, including apparent change in morphology, significantly higher level of MMR and other M2 markers, pro-inflammatory factors, especially CCL2 ([@b57]). Conversely, ER+ and TNBC breast cancer cell lines were also distinctly influenced by the presence of TAMs, which influenced tumor progression, Ki-67 expression, and the expression of several other genes ([@b57]). Compared with luminal cell lines, basal-like breast cancer cell lines preferentially expressed a broader range of receptors that are mostly associated with tumor invasion and metastasis in response to macrophage-derived cytokines, including hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR, also known as MET), CD44, epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR), oncostatin M receptor (OSMR) and transforming growth factor receptor 2 (TGFBR2) ([@b60]).

Prognostic value of TAMs in TNBC {#s03.02}
--------------------------------

Although CD163+ macrophages in the tumor stroma correlated with triple-negative/basal-like breast cancer, they did not have prognostic value ([@b47]). However, their prognostic value was proved in luminal A. Medrek *et al*. thought that the small size of the group and their worse overall prognosis impeded the significant value. Two studies showed that high levels infiltrating TAMs are an unfavorable prognostic factor for patients with TNBC ([@b61]), especially in the high infiltrated group ([@b59],[@b61]), but both studies used CD68 as a marker. Moreover, patients with high levels of infiltrating CD68+ TAMs express higher levels of IL-6 and CCL5 ([@b59]), which are well known to correlate with poor prognosis.

Recently, a signature consisting of the metastasis suppressor Raf Kinase Inhibitory Protein (RKIP) was identified to promote the recruitment of TAMs via chemokines, such as CCL5, and pro-metastatic TAM factors were able to predict survival in patients with TNBC ([@b62]). Additionally, analyzing the localization rather than only the presence of TAMs is important ([@b47]). Specifically, the prognostic value of CD163+ macrophages in a larger triple-negative/basal-like cohort remains to be seen, and the location and presence of TAMs in TNBC need to be correlated with clinical prognosis.

Cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) {#s04}
====================================

Characteristics of CAFs in TNBC {#s04.01}
-------------------------------

CAFs, the most common component of tumor stroma, especially in breast cancers, have been found to play a critical role in the breast tumor environment ([@b50],[@b63]). The origin of CAFs is complex and debated. For example, CAFs may derive from resident fibroblasts, bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, hematopoietic stem cells, epithelial cells (epithelial-mesenchymal transition), and endothelial cells (endothelial-mesenchymal transition) ([@b64]). They not only promote cancer initiation, progression, invasion, and metastasis ([@b50]) but are also involved in series of microenvironmental events, including angiogenesis, ECM remodeling, the deposition of basement membrane components, cancer-associated inflammation and the regulation of differentiation events in associated epithelial cells, which are all known to be associated with cancer pathogenesis ([@b65],[@b66]). A specific marker is necessary to detect CAFs in the tumor, and the most widely used such marker is α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) ([@b64]).

Recently, a study showed that CAFs may enhance TNBC progression by activating TGF-β ([@b67]). CAFs have also been proposed to engage in crosstalk to influence other cells in the breast tumor microenvironment. Moreover, co-culture experiments showed that interactions between basal-like cancer cells and fibroblasts induced the expression of numerous interleukins and chemokines, including IL-6, IL-8, CXCL1, CXCL3, and TGF-β ([@b68]). Moreover, CXCL16 expressed by myeloid cells activated CAFs to recruit more myeloid cells and fibroblasts in TNBC ([@b69]). Podoplanin expression in stromal breast cancer-associated fibroblasts was associated with higher grade and TNBC ([@b70]). Furthermore, galectin-1, whose expression is higher in CAFs than in normal counterparts, regulates CAF activation and promotes MDA-MB-231 metastasis by up-regulating matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9) expression ([@b71]). *In vivo*, the expression of syndecan-1 by stromal fibroblasts enhanced MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell growth and angiogenesis ([@b72]). Metabolically, both basal-like breast cancer cells and co-cultured CAFs were proven to interact and shown to exhibit higher glucose up-take, glucose oxidation and glycogen synthesis than luminal cells ([@b73]).

Tchou *et al*. ([@b74]) were the first to show that CAFs derived from HER2+ breast cancers significantly augmented the invasive properties of the tumor cells via pathways associated with cancer cell migration, and these cells were more invasive than those from TNBC and ER-positive type cancers. Similar results were recently reported: high levels of all CAF-related proteins, such as platelet-derived growth factor receptor alpha (PDGFRα), PDGFRβ and fibroblast activation protein alpha (FAPα) were reportedly associated with tumor invasiveness and more likely to be found in the HER-2 subtype than in TNBC ([@b75]).

Prognostic value of CAFs in TNBC {#s04.02}
--------------------------------

The subtypes of breast tumor stroma may be able to predict outcome ([@b76]), which suggests that fibroblast interactions specifically influence TNBC. In adjacent stroma, TNBCs were associated with the up-regulation of genes related to the immune response, whereas luminal breast cancers were more commonly associated with estrogen-response pathways ([@b10]). *In vitro*, under the influence of fibroblasts, luminal lines were more likely to exhibit altered proliferation, whereas basal-like breast cancer cell lines exhibited increased migration ([@b68]). Up-regulation of genes like TGFB1, TWIST and epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) related pathways were detected ([@b68]). These unique interactions between fibroblasts and cancer cells are likely to be characteristic of the general microenvironmental of TNBC, which markedly worsens the prognosis of patients with TNBC. Moreover, these interactions can partly account for the risk of loco-regional recurrence and provide novel insights into the progression of TNBC. Interestingly, patients with TNBC harboring stroma-rich tumors (≥50% stroma) were found to have a poorer outcome than patients harboring tumors with small amounts of stroma ([@b77]). Opposite result was observed in ER positive breast cancers ([@b78]).

A previous study showed that myofibroblasts are an important predictor of unfavorable prognosis for patients with invasive breast cancer ([@b79]). Accordingly, co-culturing MDA-MB-231 cells with CAFs sharply increased the amount of α-SMA-positive stromal elements, indicating the acquisition of a myofibroblast-like phenotype, whereas MCF-7 breast cancer cells were not able to influence the α-SMA expression of the tumor-associated fibroblast population ([@b80]). Moreover, Witkiewicz *et al*. revealed that patients with TN and high-levels of stromal Cav-1 had a good clinical outcome, suggesting that the stromal Cav-1 levels had prognostic value ([@b81]). Genes that encode membrane protein and factors secreted from CAFs are also likely associated with chemotherapy resistance. For example, 6 candidate genes expressed by CAFs co-cultured with MDA-MB-231 cells may correlate with chemotherapy resistance ([@b82]).

MMPs are predominantly synthesized by fibroblasts ([@b12]) and primarily mediate ECM degradation and remodeling ([@b83]). These proteins shape the tumor microenvironment and drive cancer progression and metastasis ([@b84]) by targeting and cleaving a wide range of substrates in the ECM ([@b85]). In addition to these functions, MMPs can contribute to tumor progression by increasing tumor cell growth, inflammation and promoting angiogenesis ([@b86]). The activity of stromal cell-derived MMPs is often increased in breast cancer, and the stratification of MMP types may serve as a prognostic factor ([@b87]). Although MMP1 and MMP2 expression were significantly up-regulated in tumors known to exhibit more aggressive metastatic behavior, their expression was the highest in luminal B tumors ([@b88]). Of note, MMP-9 was produced mainly by the tumor cells, and its expression was the highest in human basal-like and triple-negative tumors ([@b89],[@b90]) and negatively correlated with prognosis ([@b91]).

Thus, CAFs may aid the clinical diagnosis and prognosis of breast cancer. CAF-derived molecular markers and bio-products as well as gene expression signature are widely used to evaluate clinical outcome. Because the complex biological mechanism of CAFs is not well studied within breast tumor subtypes, further research on detection and evaluation of their unique markers may hopefully provide information for the prognosis of breast cancer and elucidate the distinct interaction between CAFs and specific subtypes of tumors.

Cancer-associated adipocytes (CAAs) {#s05}
===================================

In breast cancer, stromal cells also include resident adipocytes, but these cells have not been extensively studied. Nevertheless, adipocytes can produce hormones, growth factors, cytokines, and so-called adipokines ([@b92]). A previous study demonstrated that invasive breast cancer cells at least partly impacted surrounding adipocytes, which exhibited a modified phenotype and specific biological features, and these changes were sufficient to name these cells CAA ([@b93]). In return, CAAs increased the aggressiveness of cancer cells ([@b94]). However, the molecular mechanism by which adipocytes promote tumorigenesis remains largely unknown ([@b93]), especially in various subtypes.

CAA-conditioned medium promoted the migration of breast cancer cells via IL-6 ([@b94],[@b95]) and CCL2 ([@b95]), and CAAs were shown to promote breast tumor radioresistance ([@b96]). Furthermore, co-cultured with adipocytes induced elongated shape and dispersed feature, pronounced advance in aggressiveness, and higher expression of EMT-related genes such as Twist related protein 1 (TWIST1) in MDA-MD-231 cells ([@b97]). Adipocytes also enhanced MDA-MB-231 cancer cell invasiveness, and this effect was induced, at least in part, by CCL5, which negatively correlated with OS ([@b98]). Besides, leptin, an adipokine, maintained cancer stem cell-like properties in TNBC cells and mediated tumor recurrence and metastasis ([@b99]). Metabolically, breast cancer cells can stimulate release of fatty acids from adipocytes, and co-culture with adipocytes promoted the growth and migration of both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. However, adipocyte-released fatty acids were more readily transferred to and utilized by MDA-MB-231 cells than MCF-7 cells ([@b100]). Thus, adiposity may contribute to the production of inflammation-related factors, which may worsen the prognosis ([@b101]).

Endothelial cells {#s06}
=================

Endothelial cells are well investigated in breast cancer. For example, increased endothelial cell retraction is known to be tightly associated with the enhanced adhesion of tumor cells and their invasion into the endothelial monolayer, and tumor cells can also induce the contraction of endothelial cells ([@b102]). Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is the most important pro-angiogenesis factor and highly dysregulated in TNBC ([@b103]). Specifically, VEGF binds to its receptor on the surface of endothelial cells to affect the tumor. VEGF can induce the adhesion and migration of MDA-MB-231 cells when co-cultured with endothelial cells, whereas MDA-MB-231 cells alone were not responsive to VEGF in an invasion assay ([@b102]). Additionally, TNBCs can express endothelial markers and acquire the ability to form vascular-like channels via endothelial cell differentiation both *in vitro* and *in vivo*, generating blood lacunae surrounded by tumor cells ([@b104]). Of note, the intratumoral levels of VEGF were significantly higher in TNBC than in non-TNBC tumors ([@b105]), i.e., 3 and 1.5 times higher in TNBC than in the ER/PR-positive group and the HER2-positive group, respectively. However, the prognostic significance of VEGF in TNBC seems to be established ([@b106],[@b107]), and microvessel density may be a better surrogate.

ECM {#s07}
===

The ECM plays a multifaceted role in both normal breast tissue homeostasis and the breast tumor microenvironment due to its diverse nature, composition and cellular changes ([@b85]). Specifically, the ECM is a complex network of various proteins with structural and regulatory function ([@b108]), and the protein composition and physical properties of the ECM govern cell destiny via biochemical and biomechanical mechanisms ([@b109]). The ECM was shown to consist of three main types of proteins with distinct roles: structural proteins (e.g., collagen and elastin), specialized glycoproteins (e.g., fibronectin) and proteoglycans ([@b85],[@b110]). Collagen, which is the main component of the ECM ([@b111]), provides tissues with strength and resilience, and specialized glycoproteins are important for proper cell-ECM adhesion, whereas the passage of many cytokines and growth factors between cells is controlled by proteoglycans ([@b85]). Interactions between each kind of protein also widely facilitate a favorable microenvironment for tumor growth ([@b83]). Type I collagen is the main structural protein and acts as a physical barrier in the interstitial ECM, whereas type IV collagen is a key component of the basement membrane (BM) and essential for tissue polarity ([@b112]). In patient-derived xenograft models, TNBC tumors exhibited collagen accumulation ([@b67]), and type I collagen was shown to induce apoptotic cell death in luminal-like breast carcinoma cells but not in basal-like breast carcinoma cells ([@b113]). In MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, type I and type IV collagen may augment the aggressive characteristics of cancer cells ([@b114],[@b115]).

EMT, which induced by a series of factors (e.g., Snail), is characterized by a loss of epithelial cell polarity and the development of a migratory and invasive mesenchymal phenotype ([@b116],[@b117]). Studies of TNBC showed that a loss of membranous E-cadherin and Snail2 expression is significantly associated with high-grade TNBCs ([@b118]). Furthermore, c-Met signaling pathways are known to initiate EMT, and c-Met expression is elevated in 8% of breast cancers ([@b119]). However, c-Met is over-expressed in 52% of TNBC patient-derived samples, and the OS and RFS of these patients are shorter ([@b120]).

Studies of biomechanical factors, such as the stiffness of the ECM, have attracted increasing attention. Specifically, the biomechanical properties of the ECM change under pathological conditions. For example, the ECM contributes to mammary gland stiffening as cells transition from normal to invasive carcinoma ([@b121]), and TNBCs showed a significant surge of myeloid cells and an increase in the number of fibroblasts, which drive ECM remodeling by increasing matrix stiffness ([@b122]). Moreover, the stroma of the more aggressive basal-like and HER2 tumor subtypes was significantly associated with collagen deposition and matrix stiffness compared to the less aggressive Luminal A and B subtypes ([@b123]). In TNBC, stromal stiffening positively correlated with not only TGF-β signaling, which stimulated the production of collagen but also TAMs infiltration ([@b123]). Levental *et al*. ([@b124]) demonstrated that the overexpression of lysyl oxidase (LOX) can increase ECM stiffness to ultimately promote tumor cell invasion and progression. Therefore, the increase in tissue stiffness can be partly attributed to excess LOX activity, which cross-links collagen fibers and other ECM components ([@b110]). Previously, a tougher ECM was thought to more efficiently block crosstalk between cells and the passage of soluble factors, but recent data suggest that more aggressive breast cancer subtypes likely have a stiff stroma. Thus, increased ECM rigidity may alter mechanosignaling, vascular distribution and pro-tumorigenic immune infiltration, which may all facilitate the transition to an invasive phenotype ([@b122]). This novel aspect warrants further investigation.

In breast cancer, many ECM proteins are significantly deregulated, and specific matrix components promote tumor progression and metastatic spread ([@b109]). Because metastasis is the main cause of death in TNBC, the aberrant ECM may be a therapeutic target to alleviate migration and assess treatment efficacy in this area of breast cancer ([@b122]).

Metastatic microenvironment {#s08}
===========================

The "seed and soil" hypothesis ([@b125]) suggests that metastatic tumor cells (seeds) spread to certain organs (soils) because of their specific microenvironment, which results in organ-preference patterns in tumor metastasis ([@b126]), and the metastatic patterns of breast cancer subtypes may differ significantly. For instance, previous studies showed that Luminal A subtypes have a propensity for bone metastases, whereas basal-like breast cancers are more prone to metastasize to the brain and lung than other subtypes ([@b127]-[@b130]). Thus, the section below focuses on brain metastasis.

Patients with brain metastases usually have the least favorable outcomes, and brain metastases are associated the expression of breast cancer-related proteins nestin, prominin-1 (CD133) and CK-5 ([@b127]) by the primary tumor. Nestin is considered as a marker of neural stem cells ([@b131]), and CD133+ cells were reported to correlate with brain tumors (e.g., glioblastoma) ([@b132]). Breast cancer cells that express these markers may share characteristics with neural stem cells, and the brain microenvironment may consequently favor the development of brain metastases ([@b127]). Thus, the interaction between breast cancer cells and cells abundant in the brain, such as astrocytes and microglia, needs to be explored. VEGF may contribute to the formation of brain metastases by MDA-MB-231 cells by enhancing the transendothelial migration of tumor cells via the up-regulation of endothelial permeability ([@b102]). After arriving in the brain microenvironment, astrocytes release cytokines that facilitate colonization by stimulating the growth of tumor cells ([@b133]). Accordingly, co-culture with astrocytes increased the expression of survival genes, including GSTA5, BCL2L1, and TWIST1, in MDA-MB-231 cells and activated pathways related to chemotherapy resistance ([@b134]). However, continuous contact was required for this effect ([@b134]). Moreover, astrocyte-conditioned tumor cells become highly migratory and invasive, which promotes the metastasis of MDA-MB-231 cells to the brain ([@b135]), and this effect is mediated by astrocyte-secreted MMP-2 and MMP-9 ([@b135]). These data suggest that astrocytes directly influence tumor growth and metastasis.

In addition to characterizing the metastatic microenvironment, differences in the features of TILs in the microenvironment between primary tumors and paired metastatic tumors need to be identified in TNBCs. Unfortunately, metastatic biopsy samples are very rare, which has hindered research progress in this area. Therefore, most studies in this field refer to various first metastatic sites and all breast cancer subtypes. Specifically, metastatic sites were shown to contain significantly fewer TILs than the primary tumor ([@b136]-[@b138]), suggesting that tumor progression and metastasis may increase the immune response. Interestingly, the composition of the metastatic TIL population and the subsets of these in the primary site remained almost unaltered in their paired metastatic tumor, irrespective of the metastatic location, which suggests that the primary tumor plays an intrinsic role in influencing immune composition ([@b136]). In a breast cancer subtype analysis, primary TNBCs contained greater numbers of all types of TILs than their paired metastases ([@b137]), whereas metastatic TNBCs contained fewer TILs than luminal MBCs ([@b137]).

Thus, the prognostic value of lymphocytic infiltration in metastatic tumors warrants exploration. For example, a study of ER-negative breast cancers demonstrated that a higher percentage of TILs in metastatic breast tumors indicated a better prognosis ([@b138]), whereas another study suggested that lower ratios of CD8+/FoxP3+ T cells in MBCs might be associated with improved survival after the development of the metastasis ([@b137]).

Conclusions {#s09}
===========

The tumor microenvironment of TNBC significantly not only influences the malignant behavior and growth of mammary cancer cells but also re-programs the surrounding cells. Unique cell-cell interactions in TNBC distinguish this disease from other subtypes, and the phenotypes and gene expression changes invoked by cell-cell interactions, which may be associated with ER, PR and HER2 status, maintain the microenvironment. TNBC tumors more effectively re-program surrounding cells, which normally counteract the progression of cancer cells, to develop unique signaling pathways that may sometimes form a positive feedback loop. Thus, understanding the characterization of this tumor microenvironment may provide the accurate prediction of prognosis, and studying the unique characteristics of TNBC may shed light on the heterogeneity of this tumor.
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